
Case Study – Beijing Institute of Technology (Rockhopper)
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Beijing Institute of Technology (BIT) is a public university in China comprising 
more than 3,500 faculty members and 25,000 full-time students. With 
programs focusing on science and technology as well as management and the 
humanities, BIT operates three campuses, four faculties and 19 colleges. 

Solution components
• IBM LinuxONE Rockhopper

• Red Hat Enteprise Linux

• Hyperledger Fabric 
blockchain framerwork

Beijing Institute of Technology 

Driving innovative Blockchain
development projects with IBM LinuxONE

Government, Central/Federal

“Thanks to our work with IBM and the 

blockchain on IBM LinuxONE, our 

students can learn at the cutting edge 

of an emerging field.”—Gangyi Ding, 

Dean, Software College, Beijing 

Institute of Technology

Business challenge

To empower students and researchers to build the next generation of blockchain 
solutions, Beijing Institute of Technology looked for a high-performance server 
platform for Hyperledger deployments.

Transformation

Blockchain solutions are poised to transform everything from supply chain 
management and trade finance to social security and voting. To start turning these 
groundbreaking ideas into disruptive realities, Beijing Institute of Technology (BIT) 
has deployed an innovative blockchain-as-a-service solution on the security-rich IBM 
LinuxONE platform.

Share this

Business benefits:

Delivers
a security-rich environment to build 

enterprise-ready blockchain use cases

Offers
higher performance than comparable x86 

platforms, ensuring cost-effectiveness

Equips
students with valuable experience 

developing blockchain solutions



An IBM LinuxONE for everyone 
“Right size” to fit your needs
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Rockhopper II – if you… Emperor II – if you…

• Are a Linux x86 client with stringent Security and 
Availability 

• Are a client with existing a Rockhopper or small Emperor 

• Are a Client wanting a smaller footprint but with the need 
for scale, up to ~240 equivalent x86 cores, and I/O 
support for up to 2 million 8KB FCP IOPS.

• Have a data center strategy that is PDU-based1 with 
200v-240v power with air cooling

• Want a 19” industry standard form factor allowing clients 
to lower power costs and have a 40% smaller footprint2

cost that fits freely in any data center

• Want to customize servers by adding storage, server or 
switch options in optional 16u of available frame space

• Currently have an Emperor or Rockhopper system or a 

new Linux client with a need for extreme scalability

• Have a growth requirement that system capacity needs to 

be able to scale up to 171 cores (equivalent to ~1700 x86 

cores)

• Have a large I/O requirements up to 9 million 8KB FCP 
IOPS.

• Have a data center strategy that is bulk power based 

on 480v with either air or water cooling

• Need new ways to address your ‘green’ 

requirements – e.g.  water cooling

• Have a large Capacity Back Up (CBU) requirement – and 

like the control aspect of having your disaster recovery 
site in one of your own sites

1 PDU = Power Distribution Unit
2 Compared to Emperor II and the original Rockhopper, the 19” rack allows clients to lower their power costs and have a 40% smaller footprint cost
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Introducing the IBM LinuxONE™ Rockhopper II
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Platform Simplification
– Standardization across many components – including Industry standard 19” rack
– 16U free space in frame

Processor Drawer
– Feature-based sizing with options of 4, 12, 24, or 30 Linux cores per CPC (Central 

Processor Complex) drawer
– 2 dedicated I/O offload processors (SAPs) pre-allocated per system
– 1 spare core designated and pre-allocated per system
– Enhanced performance for both compression and crypto coprocessor
– Four levels of cache to help avoid untimely swaps and memory waits

Memory
– Redundant Array of Independent Memory (RAIM) design
– System minimum of 64 GB, max of 8 TB
– 64 GB fixed allocation of Hardware System Area (HSA) included in base system

I/O
– 16 GBps PCIe Gen 3 I/O Interconnects
– New configuration for I/O drawers

Firmware Hypervisor provides “hard partitioning”
– Up to 30 physical cores per logical partition (LPAR)
– Up to 40 LPARs per system
– Meets EAL 5+ standard

IBM LinuxONE 
Rockhopper II
Machine Type: 3907
Model: LR1

Feature
Linux
Cores

Max 
Memory

Max30 30 8 TB

Max24 24 8 TB

Max12 12 4 TB

Max4 4 2 TB



IBM Rockhopper II (LR1)
10-core processor chip design
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Same chip technology as the 
Emperor II

Rockhopper II uses up to 9 of the 10 
cores (processor units or PUs) per chip

4.5 GHz on Rockhopper II 
( versus 5.2 GHz on Emperor II )

Improvement in instructions per cycle 
(IPC) with microarchitecture 
enhancements

L1/L2 
cache

L1/L2 
cache

L1/L2 
cache

L1/L2 
cache

L1/L2 
cache

L1/L2 
cache

L1/L2 
cache

L1/L2 
cache

L1/L2 
cache

L1/L2 
cache

14nm SOI technology

– 17 layers of metal

– 6.1 billion transistors (vs. 3.99 billion on 
IBM Rockhopper®)

Chip Area

– 26.5 x 27.8 mm
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IBM LinuxONE Rockhopper II

Machine Type
– 3907

1 Model Base
– LR1 
– Single frame, air cooled
– 19” frame  
– One CPC Drawer
– Top Exit & Bottom Exit options (rather than RF/NRF)
– Overhead Cabling
– PDU Based (200-240V)

Processor Units (PUs)
– Up to 30 PU active customer configurable cores 

(5-9 core PN’s)
– Up to 4 CPs & 1 SC, 14nm
– 4.5 GHz

Memory
– Up to 8 TB, Min 64G, 8-512GB increments

I/O
– New I/O Drawer, 
– PCIe Gen 3, max 64 PCIe
– FICON Express 16S+, OSA-Express6S, zEDC Express, 

10 GbE RoCE Express2, zHPF

What’s new with Rockhopper II Model LR1
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IBM LinuxONE Rockhopper

Machine Type
- 2965

2 Models (Base)
– L10 and L20
– Single frame, air cooled
– 24” frame
– One or Two CPC Drawers
– Non-raised floor option available
– Overhead Cabling and DC Power Options

Processor Units (PUs)
– Up to 20 PU active customer configurable 

cores (6,7,8 core PNs)
– Up to 4 CPs & 2 SC’s 22nm 
– 4.3 GHz

Memory
– Up to 4 TB, Min 64G, 8-256GB increments

I/O
– PCIe Gen3, max 64 PCIe



Rockhopper II: Infrastructure simplified 

Security Platform Application

Pervasive encryption is a simplified 
way to protect data at rest and in-
flight without application changes

Ensure stronger security in the 
payment card industry

Mitigate risks from undiscovered or 
misclassified sensitive data

Manage a company’s reputation 
relating to data breach exposure

Performance and scale to efficiently
grow your business

Re-packaged infrastructure 
with flexible co-location options

Mobile app to monitor and manage 
from anywhere

Simplified hardware 
configuration for Linux partitions 

Vast assortment of open source 
applications

IBM Secure Service Container 
integration with IBM Cloud Private 
provides differentiated security and 
simplification for container based 
application development and hybrid 
cloud deployment

APIs to leverage and extend 
workloads

Java® applications run with fewer and 
shorter pauses for garbage collection 
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Encryption for data 
at rest and in flight
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Fast encryption of Linux workloads, delivered with near-zero overhead via hardware accelerated encryption 
by Central Processor Assist for Cryptographic Function (CPACF) and new Crypto Express6S 

‒ All encryption functions within the Linux kernel and the openSSL, open Cryptoki and GSKIT libraries are benefiting 
and transparently delivering the performance to the applications and middleware 

Forthcoming LinuxONE1 enhanced security via “protected key” encryption for data at-rest
⎻ Protected key encryption is processed in the CPACF for high speed, stored in a hardware security 

module (HSM), and enables fast encrypting and decrypting of complete disks (volumes) or selected partitions 

Forthcoming LinuxONE1 enablement to create true unique cryptographic data using the new true random 
number generator (TRNG) with CPACF

Performance boost for Java with new Galois Counter Mode (GCM) encryption for minimal latency 
and operational overhead

Note: All claims noted on this slide are based on IBM Internal measurements.  Results may vary.  Additional information is available upon request

1 IBM is working with the Linux distribution partners to get the functionality included in their distribution for Linux on z



IBM Secure Service Container 
For secure deployment of software virtual appliances
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Positions LinuxONE® as a viable platform for hosting modern, cloud-native, container-
based applications in line with the organization’s overall Docker container strategy; with it 
you can:

– Create enriched services and product offerings that are built on a security-rich 
container foundation

– Isolate and protect the container data from misuse of privileged user credentials,
helping to protect the data and execution code from internal or external threats, 
inadvertent or malicious 

– Minimize the risk of tampering or malware to the solution code

Supports pervasive encryption principles



Differentiation: Intel SGX vs. Secure Service Container 

Intel SGX Secure Service Container

SGX requires re-factoring code (designate what part of code 
is to be secured/encrypted); address via vendor 
partnerships (Fortanix, Microsoft® Azure Confidential 
Computing)3,5

No requirement to write application specific to Secure 
Service Container

Portion of application is secured with SGX – neighboring 
applications can attack the SGX application and have done 
so successfully (i.e. side-channel attack)1,2

Vertical Isolation: EAL5+, ‘air-gap’ Isolation from neighbors
Horizontal Isolation: separation of Secure Service Container
workload from host environment

Does not support built in secrets –
SGX applications start up in the clear

Secrets can be embedded within Secure Service Container

Secure code and data limited to < 128 MB RHEL LPAR-based Secure Service Container
has access to 10 TB

Potential for cross-vendor incompatibility:
BIOS must support SGX

LinuxONE develops entire stack, HW / FW / OS / Middleware 
/ Application -- no stack incompatibility

System calls not possible from SGX enclave Entire system encapsulated within SSC

Persisting data limited to sealing data in a file; 
ex: cannot support full DB

All data in Secure Service Container
is secure; persistence, DB, etc. user choice

Sealing data makes updating or migrating SGX applications 
problematic

Prescriptive steps to import and export data as well as 
update applications
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Efficient and powerful security without re-engineering

Value Proof

Security is designed into the cores, with optimized 
crypto logic

1Up to 7x better performance for OpenSSL per 
core vs. x86
2Up to 16x more throughput for OpenSSL per core 
vs. prior generation

Crypto Express 6S card provides more advanced and 
accelerated encryption / decryption and tamper-
sensing and responding key management

2x3 performance boost on Crypto Express6S over 
Crypto Express5S
FIPS 140-2 Level 4 certification

More data encrypted and protected with less hassle 
and no re-engineering

Data is encrypted in memory and when leaving the 
system (to network or storage) without requiring 
additional hardware or software, or changes to your 
apps or database servers. Plus it’s faster than x864.

Security compliance Real-time, self service audit verification

Deliver new a secure digital experience in a game 
changing manner

Secure Service Containers  with IBM Cloud Private 
integration will speed up application development 
and deployment while protecting them from internal 
and external threats

1,2,3,4 All claims noted on this slide are based on IBM Internal measurements.  Results may vary.  See Footnote page at end of presentation. Additional information is 
available upon request
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